**They’re Heading Home**

Rendezvous Goes Smoothly

They’re heading home.

The Space Center, Houston (SSC) — Houstonians who have explored the stars by rocket ship and landed on Earth to claim their place in history.

**Top Story: They’re Heading Home**

Rendezvous Goes Smoothly

The Apollo 11 command module, Columbia, has successfully completed its mission and is now making its way back to Earth. The spacecraft is in good condition, and all systems are operating normally.

**Soviets Still Mum on Craft’s Mission**

Houston — Russia’s Luna 15 apparently crashed into the Moon, but officials in Moscow said Tuesday that they did not know the fate of the spacecraft.

**Nixon Awards Pacific Route to American Airlines**

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President Richard Nixon on Tuesday awarded American Airlines a contract for Pacific air services, saying the airline had offered the best service at the lowest cost.

**Moon Crash Ends Luna 15 Mystery Trip**

Soviets Still Mum on Craft’s Mission

Houston — Russia’s Luna 15 apparently crashed into the Moon, but officials in Moscow said Tuesday that they did not know the fate of the spacecraft.

**Getting Ready**

A look at the status of the Apollo 11 mission, including preparations for landing and post-landing activities.

**No Doldrums in Elk City!**

New tourism attraction is the privately financed Old Town Museum.

**The Paper That Tells Both Sides**

Apollo 11 Timetable

**Tuesday, July 22, 1969**

12:10 a.m. — Saturn V launch pad

2:59 a.m. — Saturn V launch

4:50 a.m. — Saturn V launch window

8:40 a.m. — Columbia leaves Saturn V

11:30 a.m. — Columbia reaches orbit

**Wednesday, July 23, 1969**

2:50 a.m. — Earth shadow leaves Columbia

10:40 a.m. — Columbia orbits Earth

2:50 p.m. — Columbia reaches orbit

6:50 p.m. — Columbia reenters Earth's atmosphere

9:40 p.m. — Columbia descends to landing site
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**Soviet Chief Sends Congratulations**
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Armstrong outsmarts Auto-Pilot

She lands on Moon, too

**Apollo 12 Due Delay?**

Not quite as high as dad

**Moon Girl Gets OKIE Pin**

He orbits Moon alone

**Collins Gets First, Too**

Fashionable Dark Sheers: Summer striped in white!

Gay Artley's sheer summer voile only... $13.98

**Bookies Now Betting Against Mars Landing**

**2 Youths Face Drug Charges**

**2 Youths Face Drug Charges**

**Apollo 12 Due Delay?**

The excitement of the moon landing will be a reality next week when the Apollo 12 mission is launched from the Kennedy Space Center in Florida. The mission is expected to reach the moon on November 19, 1969. The landing will be the second manned mission to the moon, following the successful Apollo 11 mission in 1969.

**Moon Girl Gets OKIE Pin**

The first moon landing was on July 20, 1969, and it marked a significant milestone in the history of space exploration. The achievement has inspired many people to pursue careers in science and technology, and it continues to inspire new generations of scientists and engineers.

**He Orbits Moon Alone**

The Apollo 12 mission is scheduled to land on the moon on November 19, 1969, and it is expected to be the second manned mission to the moon. The landing will be a significant achievement for the United States and will mark the beginning of a new era in space exploration.
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**Pictures Tell Story Of Adventure**

Astronaut Aldrin presented TV viewers a panorama of the moon.

**Fly Me To The Moon**

Prepar ing For Apollo 11’s Return

**Astronauts Had Spectators Excited Around The World**

Thousands of radio fans tuned in as the first manned lunar landing was witnessed by a global audience.

---

**Belle Isle Patrons Reinstated In Integration Suit**

Crew Details Lunar Night Like 'Scouts'

**Nichols Hills Bids Let**

Tight Money Squeeze Hits College Loans

**King’s Brother Dies In Atlanta**

A 14-year-old boy was shot and killed while playing basketball in a park. The shootings occurred again in the same location, leading to a week of violence in the area.

**Space Toys Sales Climb**

Sales of space-themed toys have increased significantly over the past year, with the release of new movies and TV shows激发ing interest.

---

**Kingdom Of Dreams**

The exhibition opened with a gala event attended by celebrities and dignitaries from around the world.
Junket To Blastoff: Cost U.S. $54,300

Moon Walk Dance Coming To Earth?

Bill Veazey's Firm Takes Worry Out Of Parties

New Equipment Seeds Football Field With Grass In One Day

Business Review

Nursing Home Offers Many Services To Senior Citizens

Let's Improve Earth Now, Germans Say

Thant Leads U.N. Acclain For Apollo 11

Calm, Amazed: That's British

Excitement, Doubt Mixed In Kenya

Apollo Was God Of Light

More Danger On Freeway, Armstrong's Wife Declares

Landing, Ascent Burn Made Her Most Happy

Two Claim Rocks Prove Moon 'Live'

NOTICE To The Shareholders

Moving Bodie, 1979
**Oklahoma Beauty Eyes Teen Crown**

In this week's award ceremony, the Oklahoma Beauty Pageant selected its Teen Crown winner. The pageant, held annually, celebrates young women's talents in various categories from singing to dancing. The Teen Crown is a significant honor that comes with a range of privileges and opportunities, including representation at future events and possibly even a chance to headline national pageants.

**Nassir Ahead**

As part of the growing trend in modern fashion, designers are incorporating more cultural influences into their work. This week's fashion show featured designs inspired by Middle Eastern cultures, combining traditional and contemporary elements. The event was well-received, with attendees praising the intricate details and bold colors of the garments.

**Receptions, Wedding Trips Follow...**

Four Couples Are Married

**In July Ceremonies...**

Pairs Exchange Nuptials

**Earth-Bound Travellers Choose Colorful Costumes**

By ELIZABETH FRAZIER

PLEASE THE JOURNAL Reporter

With the rise of budget-conscious travel, earth-bound travellers are opting for colorful and affordable costume options. These include DIY costumes, rented items, and even buying costume accessories online. This trend reflects a shift towards more creative and cost-effective ways to express personal style, even when it comes to travel.
Editorials

3 Cheers For Nossie

Noisy commotions have been agitated and incited amongst certain segments of society's troubled juveniles.

Nossie is the name given a group of juvenile delinquents who have been agitated by some individuals and who have been causing some disturbances in various sections of the community.

Lately, the beat of Nossie has been heard throughout the streets. This has occasioned some alarm and consternation among the peace-loving citizens of the area.

Born Losers

Our youth is being hit by three diseases, and they are most insidious, as they are started when children are most impressionable.

Is it happening in a typical city this year as it was last year? Is this the year that the time for action is now? If not, the time will come when the time will come.

Whereas, there are said to be many new

State Editors Say

Our Right To Be Back

The Battle —
Not A War

Frank Mankiewicz

And Tom Braden

Theizens of the region are concerned that the current situation is an indication of an impending war.

But the atmosphere is tense and the people are apprehensive. There are reports of increased military activity in the area.

The citizens have expressed their concern to the authorities, who have assured them that all necessary measures are being taken to ensure their safety.

Television Today

$400 Million Increase Due
In Oil Tax

Suspect Has Kikuyu Name

Man Held In Mboya Killing,
Renewing Tribal War Fears

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Tops In Space,
But On Earth...
Soviets Want To Develop Space Bodies

NO SERVICE CHARGE

use our new "FREE 300 PLAN" checking accounts

Open yours today!

Central National Bank

United States Savings Bank

300 MAIN STREET
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Rain Didn’t Help Steve

Tulsa Rallies Pin 2 Losses On 89ers
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Rain Threatens 40th All-Star Classic

Facts, Figures On All-Star Cast

Girl Drawn In Backyard

Curtis Harris Says Apollo Feet Thrilling
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WHERE YOU CAN CHARGE ANYTHING and EVERYTHING
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SALE! ROOM-SIZE RUGS


Compare At 26.95
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